
Minutes of Meeting, CLOK  Committee – Thursday 09th January 2018 

Present –Richard Rigby (Chair), Diane Mayes, Paul and Wendy Taylor, Peter Archer, Joan 
Selby, Ann Cranke, Joe Trigg,   
1. Apologies  Duncan Archer, Paul Thornton, Dave Aspin 

 
2. Minutes of previous meeting 

The minutes of the November were approved  
 

3. Matters Arising from Previous Minutes 
- Compass;  The compass, donated by Cat ,will be awarded to the best junior at this 

years autumn series  - Paul Thornton to determine how this will be awarded and 

make sure it gets advertised; Not yet awarded -  Paul Taylor to relocate the 

compass! 

- CLOK 50th anniversary;  CLOK (and formally TCOC) is approaching its 50th year. The 

committee agreed that we should mark the occasion. Peter Archer progressing; 

considering a social gathering following one of next years summer series event - 

Date to be fixed once summer series dates have been finalised. 

- Autodownload and SI Timing;  Used at the Autumn series events; no issues. 

Conversion to SI Timing is natural progression as soon Autodownload will no 

longer be supported - Marion to arrange training session. Change will be made 

after training session has taken place. 

- Touch free punching; Trialled at Ropner Park autumn sprint event with no issues 

although only a few participants had compatible dibbers. Conversion would mean 

those with a new dibber punch ‘touch free’ whilst those with old one punch 

normally. The downside of conversion is SI Air does drain SI unit batteries more 

quickly, so entails a modest cost (although battery replacement currently covered 

by NEOA SI levy).  It is not a quick process to switch back and forth, therefore once 

converted units should be left configured for SI Air use.  - Agreed that we should 

aim to convert soon but need to link in with EBOR/ NATO as boxes are borrowed 

for larger events – Peter Archer will discuss with NATO this weekend.  

- Training Session for Officials;    Raised by Paul Thornton to address concerns of 

potential new volunteers, i.e.provide training and support.  The suggested format 

is to run an informal sessions with separate threads for organisers, planners and 

results/timing people with the three groups working together to create a mock 

event on the evening – Richard Rigby offered his house as a venue. Paul Taylor to 

discuss with Paul Thornton & Peter Archer. Date TBC – proposed for the summer. 

- Event Safety Workshop; Four club members have now been identified as requiring 

training - Paul Taylor to arrange date prior to Boltby event (March).  Session will be 



held at A Cranke’s house. 

- 3 Year Terms for club officers & committee members; Agreed in principal at 

November meeting.  Duncan to determine to what extent it should apply beyond 

the committee (e.g. membership secretary, etc.), and then draw up a suggested 

plan for when everyone’s current 3 years would end – Ongoing 

- CLOK league / website information; It was noted that the CLOK league information 

available on the website is out of date – not discussed.  

4. 
 

Treasurer’s Report  
Nothing to report 

5. Events 
 
Past Events 
Autumn Series 
Ropner Park -  SI air trialled at this event, went well 
Yarm School – Event well received 
 
Cod beck  
- Lucky with the weather- forecast snow arrived just after the event; Consideration 

needed as to plan of action for calling off an event at the last minute i.e. organiser 
should have appropriate phone numbers available to alert webmaster, statement 
included on flyer to check if weather conditions could make event inaccessible etc.  

- The event attracted approx. 60 cars, which is about the limit for parking on the 
Drovers Road 

- Paul Taylor noted that the incorrect map version was used to prepare the event 
map – missing credits & reg. no.  

 
Flatts Lane – New Year Score 
Excellent event and social  
 
Future events 2018 
Coate Moor – Controller found 

 

Boltby ‘Acorn’ Largely under control. Entries open on Fabian 4. Awaiting draft courses/ 

controls to send to FC for final confirmation of permissions. Still need an ‘outside’ 

controller. Paul Taylor to liaise with Chris Mackenzie to arrange 

 

Cringle Moor - have never had an April event in this area -  Joan still trying to get 

confirmation of the areas we can use at this time but owner will not discuss any 

further until February.  Controller still required - Suggested that Duncan contact Lewis 

with regard to advertising for Coate Moor Controller in weekly Tchimes. 

 



Catterick – Phill Batts has made initial contact with army for permission, sounds 
favourable, meeting again this month to confirm an area. Alan Cranke interested in 
planning if possible although ‘army planner’ may be required 

Barnard Castle – Planner has been found. Organiser still required 

Summer series – Planning underway; Joe has spoken with Linda re officials. Currently 

discussing dates 

JK2020 – Previously discussed Haxby Woods is being felled as part of mine works – no 

longer available; Areas proposed Stockton (Sprint), Mulgrave (Long), Falling Foss 

(Middle), Skelder (Relays). Mike Hardy has passed outline to Stockton Council for 

discussion. Duncan Archer has obtained several names for volunteer planners/ 

organisers/ co-ordinators 

JIRCS 2021 - Accommodation and meals for approx. 220 juniors and coaches on the 
Saturday night needed. Duncan has spoken with Phill Batts - we might use barracks at 
Catterick for around ~£20 head including bed and meals and could use some Catterick 
areas also.  

Other issues;  
North Gare – Paul Taylor has a completed map available 
Castleton Rigg – Joan is still chasing the land owner to discuss  
Wilton/ Lazonby – sounds hopeful for Acorn 2019 but cannot confirm yet 
 

8. AOB 
Tchimes – Several instances were raised by committee members whereby articles sent 
for inclusion have not appeared in in Tchimes – are there still issues?  
 

BOF Participation Survey - The development officer at BOF has asked clubs who might 

be interested in exploring ways to develop their club. Part of this would involve a 

team from Manchester Met University running some surveys on event satisfaction.  

They would attend 3-4 of our events, conduct face-to-face and follow-up email 

surveys with participants, and share findings (which may be useful to us, and also BOF 

as a snapshot of UK orienteering as a whole).  

Following discussion, this doesn’t seem to involve any work on our part; There we no 

objections to this taking part but this seems to be talking with the already converted - 

particular ideas/ areas that we are looking for information about were identified. 

CLOK leagues – Ann looked at the scores from 2017, but there only ended up being 4 
events we can use as counters within current rules, and only a handful of men / 
women who have done at least 3. The decision was made to award the 2017 trophies 
based on best 3 of the 4 events regardless. 2018 does seem to be OK - 2017 probably 
just a one-off with a couple of events being cancelled, and some events being hard to 



count with current scoring rules, e.g. O-Cross and score event.  

First Aid – Richard / Carolyn Rigby have been asked to provide First Aid Cover for 
Boltby ‘Acorn’ 
- We need to have an upto date list of club first aiders available for use by 

organisers 
- Richard highlighted that in certain circumstances, time spent waiting in the forest 

following an injury could be reduced significantly if the club has access to its own 
stretcher and requested we purchase a portable (telescopic) stretcher. These are 
available at relatively low cost. Subsequent discussion highlighted concern that 
‘rescues’ should be left to the mountain rescue service but recognised that in 
some circumstances – depending on the injury, terrain, carry distance etc. that 
injured parties could be extracted from the relatively simply by ourselves; It was 
agreed that the cost of purchasing a stretcher would be of no consequence to the 
club, but noted that care in its use will be required and discussion/ training/ trial 
use should be considered. 

 
 
Next Meeting  
The committee next meeting will be held Thursday 2nd February 2018  
 
 


